The programmable remapper: clinical applications for patients with field defects.
NASA, Johnson Space Center is developing an electronic image remapper which will warp an image from one coordinate system onto another with great flexibility and speed. The Programmable Remapper will transform images at conventional video frame rate. The Remapper was designed to be used in conjunction with an optical correlator to enhance object recognition through "real time" Fourier analysis. We are investigating an additional potential application for the Remapper as a low-vision aid. In diseases which result in obvious field defects such as age-related maculopathy (ARM) or retinitis pigmentosa (RP), the Remapper can be used to redistribute onto the still-functioning retina the image information that would otherwise be lost due to the associated field defect. Compared with eccentric viewing, this process makes use of the acuity of a larger area of the retina. We envision the future aid to consist of a portable spectacle-mounted display with miniaturized camera input and the Remapper. The patient will view the remapped world on this display. Patients may require training with feedback as to eye and scotoma position in order to use the Remapper most effectively. The Remapper might be reduced in cost, weight, and size to the point of being a feasible low-vision prosthesis as a result of development required by military, space, and industrial utilization. In order to demonstrate how such an aid may work, we have generated static images on an image processor which have undergone radial-only remapping; i.e., image points are slid along radii, with their azimuths unchanged. The remapping process and the application to low vision along with static images are presented in this paper.